Purpose of Review The emotional memory and learning model of PTSD posits maladaptive fear conditioning, extinction learning, extinction recall, and safety learning as central mechanisms to PTSD. There is increasingly convincing support that sleep disturbance plays a mechanistic role in these processes. The current review consolidates the evidence on the relationships between emotional memory and learning, disturbed sleep, and PTSD acquisition, maintenance, and treatment. Recent Findings While disrupted sleep prior to trauma predicts PTSD onset, maladaptive fear acquisition does not seem to be the mechanism through which PTSD is acquired. Rather, poor extinction learning/recall and safety learning seem to better account for who maintains acute stress responses from trauma versus who naturally recovers; there is convincing evidence that this process is, at least in part, mediated by REM fragmentation. Individuals with PTSD had higher "fear load" during extinction, worse extinction learning, poorer extinction recall, and worse safety learning. Evidence suggests that these processes are also mediated by fragmented REM. Finally, PTSD treatments that require extinction and safety learning may also be affected by REM fragmentation. Summary Addressing fragmented sleep or sleep architecture could be used to increase emotional memory and learning processes and thus ameliorate responses to trauma exposure, reduce PTSD severity, and improve treatment. Future studies should examine relationships between emotional memory and learning and disturbed sleep in clinical PTSD patients.
Introduction
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is characterized by exposure to trauma, distressing re-experiencing of traumatic memory, avoidance of cues associated with the traumatic event, alterations in negative cognitions and mood, and hyperarousal symptoms [1] . PTSD affects approximately 5.2 million adults in the USA [2] and is associated with numerous negative physical and mental health consequences [3, 4] . While there are several effective evidence-based interventions for PTSD, there are still a significant proportion of nonresponders or partial responders to treatment [5] . Advancing our understanding of mechanisms that influence PTSD acquisition, maintenance, and treatment can help guide interventions to decrease PTSD onset and severity and create more effective treatment interventions.
The emotional memory and learning model of PTSD posits dysfunctional or maladaptive Pavlovian fear conditioning [6, 7] , fear extinction learning [8, 9 ••], fear extinction recall [10] , and safety learning (the ability to differentiate safe from unsafe cues [11] ) as central mechanisms to PTSD. Exaggerated acquisition of conditioned fear as well as impairments in safety learning and extinction processes are hypothesized to be critical factors in the development and maintenance of PTSD (e.g., [12] ). Additionally, safety learning and extinction are hypothesized mechanisms for evidence-based PTSD treatment (e.g., [11, 13] ). Examining modifiable factors that relate to both PTSD and emotional learning and memory mechanisms, such as disrupted sleep, may offer additional insight into processes relevant in the initiation and maintenance of PTSD as well as guide treatment interventions.
Sleep disturbances have been linked to both PTSD and emotional learning and memory processes. For example, there is evidence that sleep disturbances predict PTSD acquisition (e.g., [14] ), severity (e.g., [15] ), and treatment response (e.g., [16•] ). Additionally, sleep disturbances are linked to emotional memory and learning processes [17, 18] . However, there is a dearth of information examining the relationships between sleep, emotional memory and learning process, and PTSD together. Our paper reviews the most recent literature on the relationship between fear/extinction/safety processes, sleep, and PTSD. We discuss gaps in the extant literature and make suggestions on utilizing evidence-based sleep treatments to decrease the incidence of PTSD and increase treatment effectiveness.
Sleep and PTSD
Comorbidity of PTSD and sleep disorders is staggeringly high, with 70-91% of individuals with PTSD reporting disturbed sleep [19, 20, 21•] . The most common sleep disorders include insomnia [19, 22] , obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) [23, 24•] , and nightmares [22] , with prevalence rates in PTSD that are considerably higher than in unaffected individuals. Although sleep disturbances are symptoms of PTSD, they are best considered co-occurring and independent disorders [25•, 26, 27••]. While OSA, nightmares, and insomnia are fully separate disorders, they may all influence PTSD and sleep stages through shared effects including sleep fragmentation.
There is evidence that sleep disturbances predict PTSD acquisition, severity, and treatment. For instance, insomnia was shown to precede trauma and predict the development of PTSD [14, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . For example, rapid eye movement (REM) fragmentation within 1 month after a traumatic event was shown to predict PTSD symptom severity 6 weeks later [33] . These effects may be heightened in military populations where short sleep duration and irregular sleep patterns and trauma exposure are common [34, 35] . Sleep disturbances also affect PTSD severity, including impaired daytime functioning [15] , negative long-term health consequences [36] , and suicide risk [15] . Finally, sleep disturbances may compromise underlying mechanisms used in trauma-focused PTSD treatment (e.g., [37, 38] Sleep disturbances may affect PTSD acquisition, severity, and treatment through the mechanisms of emotional memory and learning, so we now turn to these processes.
Fear/Extinction/Safety Learning and PTSD
Fear conditioning, extinction, and safety learning are fundamental components of an organism's survival system. Fear and safety learning processes help animals to pair new environmental cues with physical danger, remember those cues in novel environments, differentiate safe from unsafe cues and environments, and learn new cues that signal when the danger is over. The role of trauma and threat cue context may play a role in modulating fear memory and learning processes (e.g., seeing a gun in a dark alley versus seeing a gun at a gun range). Dysfunctional or maladaptive fear and safety learning processes are integral in PTSD acquisition, maintenance, and treatment [42••] .
Fear Conditioning and PTSD Fear conditioning is the process by which animals and humans pair a feared response to an external cue. Based on Pavlovian conditioning [43] , fear conditioning occurs when there is a repeated pairing of a neutral conditioned stimulus (CS; e.g, colored light) with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US; e.g., shock). With repeated presentations of the neutral CS with the aversive US, the CS, by itself, will elicit a conditioned fear response (conditioned response; CR). However, repeated pairings of the US and CS may not be necessary if the emotional intensity of the US is strong enough (e.g., trauma; [44] ).
In terms of PTSD, an individual exposed to death, threat of death, serious injury, or sexual violence may begin to associate previously neutral cues with a heightened conditioned response from the traumatic experience. For example, an individual in a severe car accident may pair driving in a car (a previously neutral stimulus) with heightened anxiety (a conditioned fear response) and subsequently experience anxiety whenever driving. Combat PTSD may have a multifaceted fear acquisition process through training (e.g., repeatedly being told to "be on guard"), repeated engagement of high-risk situations (e.g., repeated patrolling of known insurgent hideouts), or heightened emotional responses to a single or multiple traumas (e.g., improvised explosive device; IED). Further, once someone has PTSD, fear conditioning may play a role in the maintenance of PTSD through "second-order conditioning", the pairing of new, previously neutral cues, to the anxiety response [45] . For example, a sexual assault survivor goes out to a restaurant with his friends, experiences an intense fear response, and may now pair the restaurant with heightened fear, further maintaining PTSD symptoms.
The evidence of trait-like maladaptive or dysfunctional fear conditioning prior to a trauma (e.g., faster fear acquisition or more intense physiological responses) is limited (e.g., [46] ). Rather, extant research supports the notion that differences between individuals with PTSD and those without PTSD seem to occur after fear learning occurs [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . For example, a prospective study examining Marines prior to deployment examined pre-deployment baseline fear-potentiated startle (FPS), without fear condition, and found that the magnitude of FPS was associated with current PTSD symptoms, but did not predict post-deployment PTSD symptoms [50••] .
Further, it also seems that individuals with PTSD do not acquire fear learning faster than controls. For example, participants with PTSD had the same startle magnitude at each "block" of acquisition (i.e., early, middle, late) compared to controls [52] . Individuals with PTSD did not have more intense reactions during acquisition than individuals without PTSD [53] . However, there is some evidence that higher magnitude of startle during fear acquisition mediated the relationship between traumatic brain injury (TBI) and PTSD symptoms following military deployment [54•] .
Taken together, it appears that while the fear learning paradigm is a valid analogue to the PTSD acquisition process, there is minimal evidence that maladaptive fear learning processes predict who develops PTSD or accounts for PTSD severity.
Extinction Learning and PTSD Extinction learning is the process through which humans learn that a previously feared cue is no longer dangerous. Extinction learning occurs when the CS is repeatedly presented without the US; after repeated presentations without the US, the CS will no longer elicit the previously learned CR. Extinction learning is a separate learning process than acquisition, which is in competition to inhibit the learned CS/US relationship [55, 56] . Extinction recall is the ability to recall this inhibitory learning after some delay in time, such that lowfear responses to the previously threatening CS are consolidated and retained.
One of the diagnostic criteria for PTSD is that symptoms last longer than 1 month; any criteria that last less than a month are considered acute stress disorder [1] . A majority of individuals who experience a trauma will have an acute stress response immediately following trauma exposure but will have their symptoms decrease in less than a month; only a subset of individuals will go on to develop PTSD [57] [58] [59] . Research suggests that impaired extinction of conditioned fear is critical in PTSD acquisition and maintenance [9••, 60, 61] . For example, while it is common to have a heightened fear response following a traumatic event, it is the individual who fails to create new extinction memories who goes on to develop clinical PTSD.
Further, extinction is a key mechanism in prolonged exposure (PE) PTSD treatment [13] , one of the gold-standard PTSD treatments. PE specifically uses extinction to reduce PTSD severity through repeated exposure to safe but distress-producing cues [62, 63] . For example, an individual with PTSD may go to a busy grocery store every day, to allow new learning to occur. At first, the individual will have a heightened response, but over time, the response will decrease as they learn the grocery store is not dangerous. Individuals who have dysfunctional or maladaptive extinction learning may have a more difficult time benefitting from PE.
The literature examining PTSD and extinction learning/ recall paradigms suggest there is evidence of impaired fear extinction in patients with PTSD [48, 52, 64•, 65, 66, 67••] . Several studies have shown that individuals with PTSD have slower extinction learning [66, [68] [69] [70] . Additionally, while the evidence that individuals experience heightened startle magnitude is equivocal [71] , individuals with PTSD may have an over-expression of conditioned fear during the early stages of extinction learning, often called "fear load" [52, 72••] , that may interfere with extinction. There is also evidence that individuals with PTSD had higher fear expression throughout the extinction process [52, 68-70, 73••] . This is confirmed in a large FPS study that demonstrated (1) high-fear-load class, (2) impairedextinction class, and (3) normal extinction class [74•] .
Some studies have shown that little or no differences in within-session extinction learning between PTSD subjects and controls, but rather, there was poor recall of extinction memories in those with PTSD 24 h after extinction learning [17, 49, 75] . This suggests it is the consolidation of extinction memories that leads to recall the newly learned extinction.
Safety Learning and PTSD Safety learning is the ability to differentiate safe from unsafe cues. Within a learning paradigm, safety learning is when a neutral stimulus (CS+; e.g., blue light) is repeatedly paired with a US (e.g., shock), while a second neutral stimulus (CS−; e.g., yellow light) is never paired with the US [11] . In this case, the CS− is a cue that represents safety and does not elicit an anxious reactive response. Safety learning is associated with extinction learning through an inability to inhibit fear responses in the presence of safety cues, thus never allowing extinction learning to occur [11] .
Safety learning is associated with PTSD acquisition, maintenance, and treatment. For example, a combat veteran with PTSD may experience heightened fear in response to previously learned fearful cues (e.g. crowded marketplaces), even when surrounded by many cues that signal safety (e.g. being far away from a war zone, being with friends and family, seeing local restaurants/storefronts). The ability to differentiate safe from unsafe cues is an essential process in facilitating the extinction process. For example, an individual with PTSD's ability to scan a local restaurant and see no lifethreatening cues can allow any anxious reactive response to decrease (i.e., the CS can decrease a CR). In addition, safety learning is integral to PTSD treatment. In order for treatment to be successful, patients must be able to differentiate safe and threatening cues and to use safe cues to inhibit fear responses, allowing extinction to occur.
The literature provides compelling evidence for the role of impaired safety learning in PTSD acquisition and maintenance. Individuals with PTSD, when compared to controls, show a lack of discrimination between danger and safety cues [69, 73••] , and do not show inhibited fear when presented with the safety cues [10, 76] . These findings were confirmed in a meta-analysis [77••] . During the extinction phase, when compared to trauma-exposed controls without PTSD, individuals with PTSD demonstrated a robust psychophysical increase in arousal to the safety signal [52, 66] . Another study found that while safety discrimination (magnitude of response to fear cue minus magnitude of response to safety cue) was not associated with PTSD severity, the inability to inhibit the fear response when exposed to both safety and fear cues did predict the persistence of PTSD symptoms [48] .
Contextual Learning and PTSD It is useful to consider the role of context processing in fear and extinction learning and memory. Fear responses may be conditioned to the environment in which the aversive event occurred. This is typically termed context conditioning. Thus, a person robbed in a dark alley may come to fear and avoid the environment "dark alley," which is itself made up of a number of discrete cues (e.g., trash bins, gun, smells). Further, cued fear conditioning and extinction learning may be modulated by context. For example, after a robbery, a person may learn to fear "gun," a discrete cue, in a dark alley-like environment, but seeing a gun in the context of a shooting range would not elicit the same response. An example of contextual modulation of fear extinction learning is the wellknown renewal effect (Bouton, 1993) . If an individual learns to fear a CS in context A, and then is given extinction learning trials in a different context (B) so that they no longer fear the CS, that fear response may return when the organism is returned to the original context (A), or even when exposed to the CS in a different context altogether (C).
Impaired contextual modulation of fear learning and extinction has been posited as a central factor in the etiology and maintenance of PTSD [78•, 79] . A study of PTSD patients and combat-exposed controls found that when a fear response was extinguished in a different context (safety context) than when it was learned (threat context), PTSD patients were less able to effectively use that contextual information to suppress fear responding in the safety context [80] . Interestingly, they were also unable to use contextual information to enhance fear in the threat context. Overall, these results suggest that patients with PTSD have deficits in the contextual modulation of learned fear that is not accounted for by trauma exposure alone.
Relationship Between Sleep and Emotional Learning Processes
Sleep is generally divided into two types: rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-REM (NREM) sleep. NREM sleep is divided into three stages, with each stage representing a deeper level of sleep. Stage N3 sleep is considered "deep sleep," also called slow-wave sleep (SWS). Each stage of sleep is linked with different patterns of brain activity, neurochemistry, memory consolidation, and emotional processing (see [81] for review). REM sleep is generally associated with processing and formation of emotional memories [82] [83] [84] , consolidation of emotional memories and learning [85, 86] , and fear and extinction memory learning [87••] (See [88••] for review). SWS has also been implicated in learning [89•, 90, 91] . Memory encoding was shown to deteriorate after total sleep deprivation, but not after selective REM sleep deprivation [89•] . The differential findings between REM and NREM sleep may depend on the type of information being encoded, for example, episodic information and context may be more associated with SWS while emotional processing may be more associated with REM.
REM Sleep and Fear Acquisition in Healthy Human Controls
A study examined the relationship between REM sleep and fear acquisition in 17 healthy students and found more time in REM sleep prior to learning task predicted weaker fearrelated learning, concluding that REM sleep may be protective against fear learning [92•] . They also suggest that examining REM over multiple nights had a stronger effect on outcome than any single night alone, perhaps suggesting a trait-like relationship between REM and fear acquisition.
REM Sleep and Extinction Learning in Healthy Human
Controls Animal models indicate that sleep disruption interferes with initial extinction learning [93] , though findings in humans are more mixed. One night of total sleep deprivation did not interfere with extinction learning [94•] , while another recent study comparing healthy controls to individuals with primary insomnia showed delayed neural activation in the brain circuits relevant to extinction learning in the insomnia group [95•] . Sleep deprivation prior to initial fear conditioning was associated with higher subjective and objective fear at the extinction stage compared to a non-sleep-deprived group [96•] . However, most human studies indicate that sleep disruption interferes with extinction recall and generalization. It was reported that participants who slept overnight were better able to generalize fear extinction than participants who remained awake between extinction learning and recall [17] . Additionally, naps [97] and overnight REM deprivation [18] have shown that disrupted REM sleep interferes with recall of extinguished fear. In healthy human control participants, total sleep deprivation prior to extinction learning interfered with extinction recall 24 h later [94•] . Additionally, this study showed REM sleep consolidation was correlated with extinction recall on the final day of testing. These investigations, most of which have been conducted in healthy human control subjects, suggest sleep, and REM sleep in particular, is critical for extinction processes, particularly extinction consolidation and recall.
REM Sleep and Safety Learning in Healthy Human Controls
In addition to demonstrating links between sleep and extinction learning, additional research implicates sleep as a critical factor in safety learning. Research findings from healthy humans corroborate the notion that REM sleep is important for safety signal learning. For example, in one study, 42 healthy control participants underwent a fear conditioning/safety learning paradigm, and then, their sleep was monitored overnight in the laboratory prior to undergoing an extinction learning session the next day [98] . They found that increased safety signal learning during the acquisition phase of the study was associated with more consolidated REM sleep that night. More consolidated REM sleep, in turn, was then associated with better discrimination between the threat and safety signal session 24 h later. This study, which was conducted in healthy human control participants, suggests impaired safety learning is associated with more fragmented REM sleep, which is then subsequently associated with impairments in discrimination between threat and safety cues. Another study had healthy human control participants undergo a fear and safety acquisition session, and then a split-night protocol was used to randomize participants to have a larger or smaller proportion of REM sleep the next night and prior to extinction learning (sleeping the first half of the night leads to relatively less REM sleep and sleeping only the second half of the night leads to more REM) [87••] . Following a night of recovery sleep, participants randomized to have disrupted REM sleep showed worse discrimination of threat and safety signals. This study provides additional evidence suggesting impaired REM sleep is associated with worse ability to discriminate between threatening and safe cues.
REM Sleep and Fear/Safety Processes in PTSD
Despite mechanistic research suggesting associations between REM sleep consolidation, fear and safety processes, and PTSD symptoms, to our knowledge, only one study has examined links between REM sleep and fear conditioning in patients with PTSD [99•] . This small study (n = 13), conducted in military veterans with PTSD, consisted of a 3-day protocol including (1) fear conditioning and safety learning, (2) extinction learning, and (3) a fear and safety recall session. All participants underwent overnight lab-based sleep polysomnography prior to each testing session. This study found no associations between REM sleep and fear or extinction processes. However, participants who learned the safety signal more rapidly during the first testing session showed more efficient REM sleep that night. Additionally, participants who had a higher percentage of REM sleep on the last night showed better safety signal recall on the last testing session. This study extends the research in healthy human control participants by showing associations between REM sleep and safety learning in patients with PTSD. However, the small size and lack of statistical power likely hampered the ability to detect potential relationships between REM sleep and fear conditioning or extinction processes.
Conclusions
The current review consolidates the evidence on the relationships between emotional memory and learning, disturbed sleep, and PTSD acquisition, maintenance, and treatment (see Figs. 1 and 2 for a graphical depiction based on the literature, and see Table 1 for a summary of key findings). There is increasingly convincing support that emotional memory and learning are critical for PTSD acquisition, maintenance, and treatment and that sleep disturbance plays a mechanistic role in these processes. Further research of sleep and emotional memory and learning in clinical PTSD samples is needed.
While disrupted sleep prior to trauma predicts PTSD onset, maladaptive fear acquisition processes do not seem to be the mechanism through which PTSD is acquired. Rather, poor extinction learning/recall and safety learning seem to better account for who maintains acute stress responses from trauma versus who naturally recovers; there is convincing evidence that this process is, at least in part, mediated by REM fragmentation. Individuals with PTSD were shown to have higher "fear load" during extinction, worse extinction learning, poorer extinction recall, and worse safety learning. Evidence suggests that these processes are also mediated by fragmented REM, and may account for long-term PTSD maintenance. Finally, PTSD treatments that require extinction and safety learning may also be affected by REM fragmentation, although no studies have specifically examined this hypothesis.
Clinically addressing fragmented sleep or sleep architecture could be used to increase efficient emotional memory and learning processes and thus ameliorate responses to trauma exposure, reduce PTSD severity, and improve treatment. For example, poor sleep predicted PTSD onset [14] . This is consistent with both REM fragmentation within 1 month after a traumatic event predicting PTSD symptom severity 6 weeks later
[33] and REM fragmentation being associated with poorer extinction recall [17, 18] and safety learning [98] . This suggests that addressing REM fragmentation through behavioral sleep interventions (e.g., napping/cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia; CBT-I) or pharmacological treatments (e.g., prazosin) may help consolidate emotional memories and learning and perhaps decrease the incidence of PTSD. Similarly, consolidating sleep may be useful for stress inoculation. For example, a military unit under intense combat training could prioritize quality sleep to help effectively consolidate emotional experiences. Finally, addressing sleep may be useful in increasing PTSD treatment outcomes. For example, REM deprivation did not interfere with extinction learning but rather led to poorer extinction recall, a primary mechanism for PE [18] . This is consistent with the finding that within-session extinction did not predict PE treatment outcome, but rather, between-session extinction (i.e., extinction recall) did predict treatment outcomes [100•]. Another study showed that individuals who slept after spider phobia exposure, compared to a non-sleep group, had better reductions in fear [101] . This finding is showing evidence in the PTSD treatment literature, where there are preliminary positive results suggesting that addressing sleep disturbances prior to PE may increase treatment efficacy [102••] . Overall, targeting treatments of disturbed sleep in the context of PTSD could be a unique and underutilized opportunity to advance clinical care.
There are many sleep disorders associated with PTSD that could cause sleep architecture disruption, which then in turn may interfere with emotional memory and learning. Common sleep disturbances include insomnia [19, 22] , obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) [23, 24•] , and nightmares [22] with prevalence rates in PTSD that are considerably higher than in unaffected individuals. These sleep disturbances can be further exacerbated by chaotic sleep schedules in the case of military personnel [35] . Accurate sleep assessments and evidence-based interventions are necessary to address sleep disturbances (see [27••] for a thorough review of the sleep treatments in individuals with PTSD), which, in turn, may help PTSD symptom severity and treatment.
While disrupted REM sleep has received the most attention thus far, it is only one aspect of sleep architecture. Other stages of sleep may affect the etiology of PTSD as well. For example, as discussed earlier, contextual fear processing can affect extinction, extinction recall, and safety learning in the etiology of PTSD [79] . It is suggested that SWS may be necessary for consolidating contextual information about that event into memory [103] . If SWS is disrupted following trauma or during treatment, then the contextual fear memory necessary to make future discriminations between actual threat contexts and those that simply contain some of the same elements may be disturbed. However, to date, no studies have examined the effect of sleep disruption on contextual fear memory in humans. Emotional memory and learning is only one process in the complex etiology of PTSD acquisition, maintenance, and treatment. Future studies should also examine the role of disturbed sleep on other processes involved with PTSD. For example, letting individuals know about fear and safety cues helped them differentiate between safe and unsafe cues [104•] . This suggests that attentional control or awareness of fear cues may affect emotional memory and learning. Another example is that heightened startle or "fear load" may lead to greater behavioral avoidance, thus increasing the negative salience of the feared cue and reinforcing further avoidance responses. This suggests a more nuanced relationship to the magnitude of fear response impacting PTSD maintenance and treatment may involve interoceptive awareness, cognitive interpretation of internal cues, and/or distress tolerance.
Future studies should examine relationships between emotional memory and learning and disturbed sleep in clinical PTSD patients. Additionally, future studies could use a manipulation paradigm to either disrupt REM sleep (e.g., via REM deprivation) or consolidate REM sleep overnight (e.g., via a pharmacological agent), and examine the relationship between REM sleep and extinction processes in PTSD patients. Doing so could provide additional validation that REM sleep quality is an important and modifiable mechanism in PTSD. Future studies should also examine sleep architecture beyond just REM sleep, such as SWS. Finally, future studies would do well to examine how emotional memory and learning and disturbed sleep may affect behaviors (e.g., avoiding or treatment dropout), emotions (e.g., inhibition, stress reactivity), and cognitions (e.g., interpretation/perception, attentional control) that are associated with PTSD maintenance and treatment. 
